
Venue:  
Wissenschaftskolleg zu Berlin, Villa Jaffé, 
Wallotstr. 10, 14193 Berlin

24-26 May 2012

In recent years, a wealth of scholarship has attempted to reframe 
the geographical grounds of literary analysis. Where previously 
the nation-state was the category through which texts would be 
contextualized, scholars have begun focusing trans-nationally on 
literary geography, shifting from national territories to consider 
maritime regions, trade routes, and intersecting zones of cultural 
interaction. The Mediterranean world literalizes many of the 
concepts now integral to literary study, especially as it overlaps 
with transnationalism, transregionalism and ocean studies. By 
emphasizing the shifting relations of the Mediterranean and 
placing translation, transformation and transculturation in the 
foreground of textual analysis, this workshop aims to supplement 
strictly philological discussions of language and literature with 
considerations of the intercultural dynamics of textual 
encounters. How are texts not just linguistically but also culturally 
transformed during their travels? How have translations 
contributed to the transnational standardization of certain key 
concepts, values and texts? The workshop questions specific texts 
in terms of what they tell us about the possibility of a Mediterranean 
context for philological and literary analysis.

Limited seating. Please register at:  
zukunftsPhiLoLogie@trafo-BerLin.de 

for schedule, please visit: 
WWW.zukunftsPhiLoLogie.de 

Conveners:  
Elisabetta Benigni  
Zukunftsphilologie–Fellow 2011-2012 

Michael Allan  
EUME–Fellow 2011-2012 

Zukunftsphilologie is a project at the Forum Transregionale Studien 
funded by the Land of Berlin.

Lingua  
FranCa: 
explorations of the 
Literary geography of the 
Mediterranean World



day one, 24 May 2012

10:00-10:30

ELisabEtta bEnigni & MiChaEL aLLan
introduction

10:30-11:30

KarLa MaLEttE university of Michigan 
Les sept sages vont en bateau: framed narrative systems
 in the Pre-Modern Mediterranean

11:30-12:00 Coffee Break

12:00-13:00

giusEppE MandaLà CChs-CsiC, Madrid
Before dante: Visions of and Journeys to the other World in the 
italian hebrew Literature of the 13th Century

13:00-14:00 Lunch

14:00-15:00

piEr Mattia toMMasino CChs-CsiC, Madrid
traveling east, Writing in italian: european travel Literature to 
the ottoman empire Written in italian. the Case of Wojciech 
Bobowski

15:00-16:00

Joana goMEs university of porto
from ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Mūsa al-rāzī to Mouro rasis: 
translation and Cultural dialogue in Medieval iberia 

16:00-16:30 Coffee Break

16:30-17:30

MiChEL KabaLan Freie universität berlin
encyclopedic Blueprints for an arab Levantine Modernity: 
Butrus al-Bustani in his dairat al-Maarif.

day two, 25 May 2012 

10.00 – 11.00

CharbEL daghEr balamand university, Lebanon
the Politics of the Picture Between the sultan and the notables 
[Presentation in arabic] 
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11.00 – 12.00 

abdELKEbir ChErKaoui Casablanca
greek Wisdom in arabic translation: the translation of abrégé 
de la vie des plus illustres philosophes de l‘antiquité  
[Presentation in arabic]

12.00 – 12.30 Coffee Break

12.30 – 13.30

MohaMEd dahi university Mohamed V, rabat
the arabic reception of Miguel de Cervantes’s novel  
don Quixote [Presentation in arabic]

13.30 – 14.30 Lunch

14.30 – 15.30 

ELisabEtta bEnigni Zukunftsphilologie–Fellow 2011-2012
dante’s Commedia and the Construction of a Mediterranean 
Literary space: revisiting a 20th Century Philological debate

15.30 – 16.00 Coffee Break

16.00 – 17.00

shadEn tagELdin university of Minnesota
fénelon’s gods, al-tahtawi’s Jinn:  
trans-Mediterranean fictionalities

day three, May 26, 2012

10.00 – 11.00

Maria ELEna paniConi university of Macerata, italy
italian futurism in Cairo: nelson Morpurgo across two shores 
of the Mediterranean

11.00 – 11.30 Coffee Break

11.30 – 12.30

MiChaEL aLLan EuME–Fellow 2011-2012
Between entextualization and hermeneutics: Jean-Joseph 
Marcel, La décade Égyptienne and the Place of reading in World 
Literature

12.30 – 13.30 Lunch


